
Annexure-II 

Format for Submission of Information at Ideation Stage 

(To be submitted by participating teams) 

 

At the Stage-I, i.e., Ideation Stage, a detailed proposal containing plans / strategies covering 

13 tasks (as mentioned in the information brochure as well as the challenge webpage) needs 

to be submitted. Along with this, the following information needs to be included:  

 

A. Organisational information: 

B. Financial and other information  

C. Manpower details  

 

A) Organisational information: 

 

Company Name  

Address  

Date of incorporation  

Category (MSME/Startup/private/ others)  

PAN, Sales Tax, GST, VAT,   

  

Contact persons details  

Name and designation  

Address  

Email, mobile, phone  

  

 

B) Financial and other information  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C) Manpower details (to be associated with the challenge): 

 

SN  Quantify 

1 Total Technical manpower available  

2 Domain and domain experts   

3 Language experts (covering languages / pairs)   

4 Translators / validators (languages / language pairs covered)  

5 Developers / testers / support   

 

Please attach a copy of CV of each of the team members.  

 

 

SN  Quantify 

1 Number of years of experience in the field  

2 Turnover for last three years (if applicable)  

3 Number of similar projects completed / in hand  

(Please provide a paragraph on each) 

 

4 Major Achievements / Awards  

5 Publications in reputed journals   

6 Intellectual Property Rights (Copyright, patent, etc.)   



Annexure-II 

 

Submission of supporting documents:  

 

The participating teams will be required to submit a copy of the following documents if they 

qualify for the next stage. At this moment, they may please indicate the availability of the 

documents with them. Some of the documents my not be applicable in all cases. For instance, 

a start-up which has just registered may not have most of the documents. In such a case, the 

team may write NA (Not Applicable). In addition to these, some additional documents may be 

required to be submitted to support any information provided at any place in the proposal. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S. No. Document 

Availability 

(Yes/No/NA) 

1.   Registration documents of Start-up/Company  
 

2.   PAN & GST  
 

3.  ITR filed (last 3 years) 
 

4.  Sales Tax/VAT/GST Clearance Certificate 
 

5.  List of owners on official letterhead 
 

6.  Details of the projects / contracts satisfactorily completed 
 

7.  

Declaration that the entity is neither blacklisted by any 

government agency nor any Criminal Case is registered 

against it or its owner or partners anywhere in India 

 


